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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many articles concerning the fixed-point index theory of 
multi-valued mappings (see [6, 11-14, 16, 171). Let us remark that a 
complicated homological apparatus is necessary in order to construct a 
fixed point index in the full generality, i.e., the index which satisfies all of 
the axioms (see [ll, 171). On the other hand, it is well known that the 
topological degree theory (which is very close to the fixed-point index 
theory) for convex-valued mappings may be built by the use of a very simple 
method, namely, by an approximation of a given multi-valued mapping on 
the graph by a single-valued one (see [8, 141). As it is shown in [13] the 
approxiation method can be reinterpreted in the homotopy terms. Roughly 
speaking the approximation method allows us to obtain a bijection between 
homotopy classes of multi-valued mappings and homotopy classes of single 
valued ones (see [ 13, Lemme Fondamental]). Consequently, the definition 
of the fixed point index for a class of multi-valued maps can be reduced 
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very easily to the single-valued case. Note that the approximation method 
for convex-valued maps was studied in many papers (see [7, 91 for details); 
for convex-like valued ones in [2]; for decomposable-valued maps in [4] 
and for contractible-valued ones in Cl]. 
Our approximation and, consequently, homotopy method works, in 
particular, for maps with R,-values. Observe that the class of maps with 
R,-values contains, as an example, maps with contractible and hence with 
decomposable and convex values. 
The main purpose of the paper is to present the details concerning 
results which we have already been announced in [ 131. 
2. PRELI~NARIE~ 
Let (X, d,) be a metric space. For a subset A c X and a point x E X, by 
dX(x, A) we denote the distance of x from A; for E > 0, by O,(A) we denote 
the s-neighbourhood of A in X, i.e., 
If A = {x} we put U,(x) = O,( {x}). If (Y, d,) is a metric space, then in the 
Cartesian product Xx Y we consider the max-metric, i.e., 
dxx A@, Y), (~‘3 Y’)) = max(dAx, x’), d,b, Y’)> 
for x, x’ E 1, y, y’ E Y. In what follows we shall denote all metrics by the 
same symbol d. By K(Y) we denote the family of all nonvoid compact 
subsets of the space Y. A multi-valued mapping rp : X + K( Y) is called upper 
semi-continuous (abbreviated u.s.c.) if, for any open subset UC Y the set 
q’(U)= (xEX;ql(x)c u> is open in X; by the graph of cp we mean the 
set f, = {(x, y)~Xx Y; YE q(x)}. If cp: X+ K(X) is a multi-valued 
mapping, then he set Fix(q) = { XE X; x E q(x)} is called the set of fixed 
points of cp. 
As a general reference concerning multi-valued mappings we mention 
[12]. In what follows, by space we shall understand a metric space, by 
Greek letters we denote only multi-valued maps leaving Latin letters for 
single-valued ones. Finally, we shall recall some notions and formulate 
several facts which are of importance in the sequel. The following result is 
self evident. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let K be a compact subset of X and let f: X + Y be 
a continuous mapping. Then for each E> 0, there exists q> 0 such that 
d(f(x), f(x’)) < E provided d(x, x’) < r,~ and x, X’E O,(K). 
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The classes of absolute retracts and absolute neighbourhood retracts are 
denoted by AR and ANR, respectively. Recall that a compact space X is 
unzformly locally contractible (ULC) if, given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such 
that if W= {(x, x’) E Xx X; d(x, x’) 6 S}, then there is a continuous map 
g: Wx[O, 11-X such that g(x,x’,O)=x, g(x,x’, 1)=x’, g(x,x, t)=x 
for all t E [0, 1 ] and diam( g( { ( x,x’))x[O,1]))<~forall(x,x’)~W. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION (Cf. [S]). (2.2.1) A compact ANR-space is ULC. 
(2.2.2) Let X be a ULC space and let E >O. There is 6 > 0 such 
that if f, g: X + X are continuous mappings and for all x E X we have 
d(f(x), g(x)) < 6, then 5 g are .z-homotopic, i.e., there exists a contin- 
uous mapping h:Xx[O,l]+X such that h(.,O)=f,h(.,l)=g and 
diam(h( {x} x [0, 11)) <E. 
3. THE CLAIM A,(X, Y) OF APPROXIMABLE MAPPINGS 
Let 50: X + K(Y) be a multi-valued mapping, Z c X and let E > 0. 
A mapping f: Z + Y is an E-approximation (on the graph) of cp if 
Some important properties of the above notion are summarized in the 
following: 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. (3.1.1) A mapping f: Z + Y is an E-approximation 
of a multi-valued map q: X + K(Y) if and only if f(x) E O,(cp(O,(x))) for 
each x E Z. 
(3.1.2) Let P be a compact space, let r: P --+ X be a continuous map 
and cp : X + K( Y) an U.S.C. multi-valued mapping. Then, for each p > 0 there 
exists q, > 0 such that, for any E (0 <E <.q,) and an e-approximation 
f: X + Y of cp, the map f 0 r : P + Y is a p-approximation of q. 
(3.1.3) Let C be a closed subset of a compact space X and let 
cp : X -+ K(X) be an U.S.C. map. If Fix(q) n C = 0, then there exists 6 > 0 
such that, for any &approximation f: X + Y of cp we have Fix(f) n C = 0. 
The proof of (3.1.2) is similar to that of (4.3), the rest is self-evident. 
Note that the problem of the existence of a single-valued approximation of 
a multi-valued mapping was considered by many authors (cf. [ 1,2,7-9, 131). 
Below we shall show that the existence of single-valued approximation 
of a multi-valued map is suffkient to obtain global fixed point results, 
i.e., the Lefschetz and, in particular, the Schauder fixed point theorem 
(cf. [8, 11, 123). 
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Let us start from the following definition: 
(3.2) DEFINITION. By A&‘, Y) (resp. A,(X)) we denote the class of 
approximable mappings, i.e. the class of all U.S.C. maps cp :X + K(Y) (resp. 
cp :X-r K(X)) such that for each E > 0 there exists a continuous mapping 
f, : X --) Y (resp. f6 : X + X) being an s-approximation of cp. 
It is well known (cf. [7]) that if Y is a normed space and cp: X+ K(Y) 
is an U.S.C. mapping with convex values, then cp E A,(X, Y). It was proved 
in [ 1 ] that if X is a compact polyhedron, Y = [w” and cp :X + K( Y) is an 
U.S.C. map with contractible values then cp E A,(X, Y). In Sections 5 and 6 
we shall show that the class A,(X, Y) is quite large, in particular, if X is a 
compact ANR-space, Y is an arbitrary ANR-space and cp :X+ K( Y) is an 
U.S.C. mapping with Rg-values, then rp E A,(X, Y). 
Now, we are going to formulate the Lefschetz fixed point theorem for 
approximable mappings. 
Let X be a compact ANR-space and let cp E A,(X). For each E > 0, 
there exists a continuous (single-valued) mapping, f: X+ X being an 
s-approximation of cp. We let 
&(cp)= Mfkf is an s-approximation of cp}, 
where l(f) denotes the Lefschetz number off (for details, see [S]). 
A,(f) is a subset of the set Z of integers. Observe that, if E’ c E, then we 
have 
&(cp) = Ucp). (3.3) 
We define the Lefschetz set l(q) of cp E A,,(X) by 
The following fact is obvious (cf. [S] or [12]): 
(3.4) Zf X is a compact AR-space, then the set l(q) = { 1 } is a singleton 
for each cp E A,(X). 
Now, we are able to formulate the following generalization of the 
Lefschetz fixed point theorem (see [S, 121 and cf. [16, 173 for other 
generalizations). 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let X be a compact ANR-space and let cp EA,(X). If 
the Lefschetz set k(q) of cp contains a non-zero integer, then q has a fixed 
point, i.e., Fix(p) # 0. 
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The proof of Theorem (3.5) immediately follows from Definition (3.2) and 
the Lefschetz fixed point theorem for single-valued mappings (cf. [ 5, 121). 
Now, from (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain: 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Zf cp GA,,(X) and X is a compact AR-space, then cp 
has a fixed point. 
Let us remark that Corollary (3.6) gives a generalization of the famous 
Kakutani fixed point theorem. 
4. THE CLASS A(X, Y) OF MULTI-VALUED MAPPINGS APPROPRIATE 
TO THE FIXED POINT INDEX THEORY 
To construct the fixed point index theory we need more assumptions to 
be made about the class of multi-valued mappings under considerations. 
Therefore we define a subclass A(X, Y) (of appropriate maps) of the class 
A,(& Y). For other classes of multi-valued mappings for which the fixed 
point index theory is available, see [6, 11, 16, 171. First (cf. [ 13]), we shall 
study homotopy properties of maps from A(X, Y); later the fixed point 
index in A(X, Y) is defined. 
Let X and Y be spaces and let C be a closed subset of X. By A(X, Y) 
(resp. A(X)) we denote the subclass of A,(X, Y) (resp. A,(X)) of the 
so-called appropriate (to the fixed point index theory) mappings defined by 
the following: 
(4.1) DEFINITION. We shall say that rp EA(X, Y) (q E A(X)) provided 
cp E A,(X, Y) (cp eA,,(X)) and for each 6 >O, there is so>0 such that, for 
any E (O<E<E~), if f, g:X + Y (f, g : X + X) are e-approximations of cp, 
then there exists a continuous mapping h : Xx [0, 1 ] + Y (h : Xx [0, 1 ] -+ X) 
such that h(x, 0) = f(x), h(x, 1) = g(x) for each x E X and h, = h( -, t) is a 
&approximation of cp for each t E [0, 11. 
Moreover, we let 
A,(X)={cpEA(X);Fix(q)nC=fZI). 
Now we shall give the definition of homotopy in A,(X). 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Two maps cp, $ eAc(X) are called homotopic (in 
A,(X)) if there exists a mapping XEA,(XX [0, 11, A’) such that 
x(x, 0) = q(x), x(x, 1) = t+?(x) for each x E X and x(x, t) $ x for each XE C, 
t E [0, 11; if cp and $ are homotopic, then we write cp -c $. 
” Obviously, the relation “wc is reflexive and symmetric.. To see that it 
is transitive, we need the following lemma. 
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(4.3) LEMMA. Zf x E A,(Xx [0, 11, Y) where X is compact, then for each 
E>O and tE[O,l], there is p>O such that if h:Xx[O,l]+Y is a 
p-approximation of x, then h, = h( ., t) is an e-approximation of xI = x( ., t). 
Proof: Fix E > 0 and t E [O, 11. Since x is u.s.c., for any x E X, there is 
6 =6(x) (0 < 6 <E) such that x(0,(x, t)) t O,,, (x(x, t)). Let q(x) = 6(x)/2. 
Obviously Xx (t} c U {O,+Jx, t); x E X}. Since Xx {t } is compact, there 
exist x,, . . . . xk E X such that Xx {t} c U { O,&xi, t); i= 1, . . . . k}. We put 
q = min{q(x,); i= 1, .,., k}. We claim that, for any XEX, there exist i, 
1 < i < k, such that 0,(x, t) c Og(Jxi, t). Indeed, let x E X. Then there is i, 
1 i i < k, such that d(x, xi) < v(xi). If (x’, t’) E 0,(x, t), then d(x’, xi) < 
d(x’, x) + d(x, xi) < rl + r,r(xi) < 2q(xJ = S(xi). Moreover, It - t’l < 
q(xi) < S(xJ. So we obtain (x’, t’) E 06&xi, t). Let p = min(q, ~/2). 
Consider a p-approximation h : Xx [0, 1 ] + Y of x. Take x E X. By (3.1.1), 
we have h,(x) = h(x, t) E 0,(x(0,(x, t))). C onsequently, there exists (x’, t’) E 
0,(x, t) and y’~ x(x’, t’) such that d,(h,(x), y’) < p. Choose xi such that 
0,(x, t) t Oa(x,)(xi, t). Then Y’ E X(X’, 1’) c x(O,(X, t)) t X(Os(x,)(xi, t)) c 
O&(xi, t)). We find y E x(xi, t) such that d,(y, y’) < s/2. Next, 
d(~, xi) < As < E. SO Xi E O,(X), JJ E x(X,, t) and dy(h,(x), y) < 
d,(h,(x), y’) + d,(y, y’) < p + s/2 d E; hence h,(x) E 0&,(0,(x))) and this 
completes the proof. 1 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Zf C is a closed subset of a compact space X, then the 
relation ‘<N c” is an equivalence. 
Proof: Obviously “w c” is reflexive and symmetric. Let cpi~ A(X), 
i=19&3 and 471”c(P2, qZ-C’P3. There are x~EA,(XX [0, 11, x), i= 1, 3 
such that xl(.,O)=cpl, x1(., l)=cp2=x3(~,0), and x3(., l)=cp,. 
Moreover, for any t E [0, 11, XE C, we have xi(x, t) #x (i= 1, 3). Let 
x: Xx [0, 1 ] + X be given by the formula 
x1(-% 3tL for t E [0, +] 
xk t) = v2(x), for tE [f, $1 
X3(& 3t - 21% for tE [$, 11. 
Obviously, for any t E [0, 1 ] and x E C, x $ x(x, t). Take any 6 > 0. By 
Definition (4.1), since (p2 E A,(X), there is a0 > 0 such that, for E, 0 <E GE,,, 
any two approximations of q2 are homotopic to each other; moreover, the 
homotopy joining them is a &approximation of p2. By (4.3), there is p, 
0 < p < 6, such that if hi: Xx [O, l] + X is a p-approximation of xi 
(i= 1,3), then h,( ., l), h3( ., 0) are sO-approximations of opt. Let 
h,: Xx [0, l] +X be a homotopy joining h,( ., 1) and h3( ., 0) such that 
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h,( ., t) is a b-approximation of (p2. We define h:Xx [0, l] +X by the 
formula 
h,(x, 3t), for t E [0, 31 
h(x, t) = h,(x, 3t - l), for tE [i, $1 
h,(x, 3t - 2), for tE [$, 11. 
It is easy to verify that h is a S-approximation of x, thus x E Ao(Xx 
[0, 11, X) and joins cp, with (p3 in the sense of the relation “No”; the proof 
is complete. 1 
We denote the homotopy class of cp E A,(X) by [q]o and the set of all 
homotopy classes by [A,(X)]. Let S,(X) denote the class of all continuous 
(single-valued) mappings f: X-, X such that Fix(f) n C = Qr. 
We say that two maps in S,(X) are homotopic if there exists a fixed 
point free on C (single-valued and continuous) homotopy joining these 
maps. We denote the homotopy class of f~ S,(X) by [f]o and the set of 
all homotopy classes by [S,(X)]. 
Now, we are in a position to prove our first fundamental result of this 
section (cf. [13]): 
(4.5) THEOREM. If C is a closed subset of a compact ANR-space X, then 
there is a bijection F: [A,(X)] + [S,(X)]. 
Proof Let w = [q] E [A,-(X)]. By (3.13), we have 6((p) >O such that 
any 6 (cp)-approximation of q is fixed point free on C. By definition, we find 
Q((P), 0 < so(q) -K 6 (cp), such that for E, 0 < E < Q(V), any two s-approxima- 
tions of cp are joined by a homotopy being a G(q)-approximation of cp. 
We put 
F(w) = Cf lc, 
where f: X + X is an arbitrary s,,(q)-approximation of rp. We shall show 
that the definition of F is correct. Obviously f ES&X). It is easily seen 
(from the construction), that F(w) does not depend on the choice of f: 
Now, let +EW. Thus cp and $ are joined in A,(X) by a homotopy 
XEA,(XX [0, 11, X) (see Definition (4.1)). By (3.13), there is d(x)>0 such 
that, for any 6 (X)-approximation h : Xx [0, l] + X of x we have h(x, t) #x 
for XE C, t E [0, 11. By (4.3), there is p < 6(x) such that, for any 
p-approximation h : Xx [0, I] + X of x, h( ., 0) is an c,,(q)-approximation 
of cp and h( ., 1) is an q,($)-approximation of JI. According to our definition 
we assigned to [q]o the element [h( ., O)]c and to [+]e the element 
[h( ., l)],.; thus, our definition is correct. 
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Observe that since Xis a compact ANR-space we have that S,(X) c A,(X) 
and hence, F is surjective. To prove the injectivity of F it is enough to show 
that having cp E A,-(X) there is E > 0 such that, for any s-approximation 
f: X+X of cp, one has f E [qlc. Applying (3.1.3), we gather that there is 
6 > 0 such that, for each x E C we have x $ O,(cp(O, (x))). Take E, E < 6, 
(given in (4.2) for cp and 6) and let f be an e-approximation of cp. We put 
cp(x), for t E [0, f) 
x(x, t) = 
i 
cl 06 (cp(O, (x))), for TV 14, $1 
f(X)> for tE [$, 11. 
It is easy to see that x is an U.S.C. map. We shall show that 
x E A,(Xx CO, 11, x). Let q > 0 (we may assume without loss of generality 
that ‘I< E) and let g : X + X be an q-approximation of cp. By the construction 
there is a mapping k : Xx [ 3, $1 + X such that k( ., $) = g, k( ., 3) = f 
and k( ., t) is a b-approximation of cp for each t E [f, $1. Define 
h:Xx[O,l]+Xbytheformula 
i 
g(x), for tE[O,f] 
4x, 2) = k(x, t), for TV [$, $1 
f(x), for tE [f, 11. 
We see that h is an q-approximation of x. It is also obvious that x$x(x, t) 
for x E C, t E [0, 11; the proof is complete. 1 
(4.6) Remark. Let us note that F may be defined for an arbitrary 
compact space and its closed subsets. 
The above theorem enables one to provide a construction of the fixed 
point index and the Lefschetz number for maps from A(X), where X is a 
compact ANR-space. 
It is well known that in order to define a fixed point index for a class of 
multi-valued mappings, some important facts from homology theory are, 
so far, indispensable (cf. [ 5, 11, 16, 171). Here we present a new approach 
to the fixed point index theory of multi-valued maps, much simpler than 
those considered earlier. Note that for this purpose we use the approximation 
technique only, thus for our considerations, homology theory is superfluous. 
We believe that our approach will be more natural, convenient, and 
interesting from the point of view of applications in nonlinear analysis. Our 
attitude is connected with those presented in [8, 131 or [14] in the context 
of the topological degree theory. 
Let U be an open subset of a compact ANR-space X and let cp E A&X). 
By (4.5), we obtain a map f E S,,(x) such that [fld,, = F([q],,). We put 
ind(X, cp, U) := ind(X, f, U), (4.7) 
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where ind(X, f, U) denotes the fixed point index in S,,(x) (see, e.g., [S]). 
The number ind(X, cp, U) is called the fixed point index of cp: X-t K(X) 
(from the class A(X)) with respect to U. In view of (4.5), this definition is 
correct. Now, let us observe that, for cp E A(X), the set S(cp) is a singleton 
(cf. (4.1) and (4.5)) and will be called the Lefschetz number of cp and 
denoted by l(q). 
Below are the most important properties of the fixed point index. 
(4.8) THEOREM. Let X be a compact ANR-space and let U be an open 
subset of X. Let cp, $ E Aa”(;Y). 
(4.8.1) Existence: Ifind(X, rp, U) #O, then Fix(q) # 0. 
(4.8.2) Excision: rf Fix(cp)c Vc U, where V is open in X, then 
ind(X, cp, U) = ind(X, cp, V). 
(4.8.3) Additivity: Let U,, U, be open in X and such that 
U1 n U2 = 0 and Fix(q) n cl U\( U, u U,) = 0; then ind(X, cp, U) = 
ind(X, cp, U,) + ind(X, cp, U,). 
(4.8.4) Homotopy: If x E AO(Xx [0, 11, X) joins cp and $ in A&X), 
then ind(X, cp, U) = ind(X, 1+9, U). 
(4.8.5) Normalization : rf U = X, then ind(X, cp, X) = ,I(cp). 
(4.8.6) Contraction: Let Y be a compact ANR-space such that 
YcX. If cp(X)cY and cpI YEA~(“~~)(Y), then ind(X,cp, U)= 
ind(Y, CpI Y, Un Y). 
Proof. Ad (4.8.1). Assume that ind(X, rp, U) = m #O. For any 
sufficiently large n, if f: X --) X is an n - ’ approximation of cp, then 
ind(X, cp, U) = ind(X, f, U) = m. By the existence property for single-valued 
maps, we infer that there is x, E X such that f(x,) = x,. Hence 
x, E O,,,(cp(O,,,(x,))). Since X is compact and cp is u.s.c., we obtain x0 such 
that x,, E cp(x,,). 
(4.8.2) follows immediately from the excision property of the classical 
index. (4.8.3) is equivalent to (4.8.2). (4.8.4) is a direct consequence of 
definition (4.7). (4.8.5) is obvious. 
Ad (4.8.6). Take an arbitrary p > 0. By (2.1), there is 6, 0 < 6 < 2 -’ p, for 
which there exists a retraction r: O,(Y) + Y such that d(r(z), z) < 2--‘p. 
Let E > 0 and E < 6. By the upper semi-continuity of cp, for any E > 0, y E Y, 
there is 7 = q( y, E), 0 < V-K 44’s such that cp(O,( y)) c O,,,(cp( y)). Let 21 be 
the Lebesgue coefficient of the covering {X\Y, O,(y)},, y of X. Take any 
YE Y. There is y” E Y such that O,(y)c OsCv-)( y-). Then y” E O,(y). Let 
f: X-+X be a A-approximation of cp. By (3.1.1), f(y)~ O,(cp(O,(y)))c 
O~(cp(O ,(,-,(y”)))c O,+,,,(cp(y-)). Since 1~ 2u(y-), we obtain that 
2 + 42 < 6. Thus, f(y) E O,((cp I Y)(O,( y))) and f(y) E O,S( Y). Hence, 
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rofl Y: Y + Y is a p-approximation of cp 1 Y. If p (and, consequently, A) is 
sufficiently small, then ind(X, cp, V) = ind(X. f, U) and ind( Y, cp 1 Y, Un Y) = 
ind( Y, r of 1 Y, U n Y). By the contraction property of the ordinary index 
ind( Y, r 0 f ) Y, U n Y) = ind(X, r of, U). Since Xis ULC, then, for sufficiently 
small p, r 0 f and f are homotopic. So, ind(X, r of, U) = ind(X, f, U) which 
completes the proof. 1 
Remark. Observe that we have proved that cp I YE A,(Y) provided that 
cp E A,(X). However, it is not clear whether cp I YE AB(o n v,( Y) if cp E A&X). 
That is why the condition: cp I YE A,(,,v,( Y) seems to be indispensable as 
an assumption in (5.2.6). 
5. THE CLASS OF J-MAPPINGS 
In this section we shall define a class of multi-valued maps which satisfy 
the conditions of Definition (4.1) of appropriate maps. 
First, we formulate, after Dugundji [lo], the definition of a proximally 
connected set. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Let X be a space and let K be a compact subset of 
X. We say that K is a-proximally connected if, for any E > 0, there exists 
q, 0 < q <E, such that: 
(5.1.1) any two points of O,(K) can be joined by a path in O,(K) and 
(5.1.2) for each positive integer n and a base point yO~ O,(K), the 
inclusion 
O,(K) = O,(K) 
induces the trivial homomorphism 
~n~o,(cp(x))~ Yo) + ~“(O,(cp(X))9 Yd 
The condition that guarantees that a set Kc X is co-proximally connected 
is rather the condition on the embedding of K into X than on the structure 
of K itself. However, using the Borsuk Homotopy Extension Theorem one 
easily obtains 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Let X, Y be ANR-spaces. If K c X is co-proximally 
connected and L c Y is homeomorphic to K, then L is co-proximally 
connected, too. 
In view of [3, p. 261, (6.1), p. 262, (6.2), p. 322, (7.6)] (see also [15]), 
we have 
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(5.3) THEOREM. Let K be a compact space. Zf KC X, where X is an 
ANR-space, and one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied 
(53.1) K is a fundamental absolute retract, 
(5.3.2) the shape sh(K) is trivial, 
(5.3.3) K is an R&-set (i.e., K is the intersection of a descending 
sequence of compact contractible sets (K,}-see [lo]), 
then K is oo-proximally connected. 
Now, we are in a position to provide the main 
(5.4) DEFINITION. Let X, Y be spaces and let cp :X --+ K(Y) be an U.S.C. 
multi-valued map. We say that cp is a J-mapping (cp E J(X, Y)) if the set 
p(x) c Y is oo-proximally connected for each x E X. 
ft is obvious that cp: X -+ K(Y) is a J-mapping if and only if the following 
condition is satisfied: 
(5.5) for each x E X, E > 0, there is q = q(x, E), 0 < q < E, such that, for any 
positive integer n and a continuous mapping g: aA” + O,(cp(x)), there 
exists a continuous map g” : A” + O,(cp(x)) such that g”(v) = g(v) for 
v E ad”. (Here, A” denotes the standard n-dimensional simplex in Rn.) 
As an easy consequence of (5.3) we obtain 
(5.6) COROLLARY. Let cp : X + K(Y) be an U.S.C. map from a space X 
into an ANR-space Y. Zf, for each x E X, one of the following five conditions 
holds : 
(5.6.1) q(x) is a fundamental absolute retract, 
(5.6.2) q(x) has trivial shape, 
(5.6.3) q(x) is an R&-set, 
(5.6.4) q(x) is an absolute retract, 
(5.6.5) q(x) is contractible, 
then ~0 E J(X, Y). Moreover, tf q, E J(X, Y) for n > 1 and (P,,+ , c (P,, (i.e., for 
each XEX, cp,+,(x)ccp,(x)), then a map cp:X+K(Y) given by q(x)= 
0 {q,(x); n > 1 } is a J-map. 
As we see the class J(X, Y) is a large subclass of the class of all acyclic 
(with respect to, e.g., Cech homology with compact carriers) maps. 
Now, we are going to prove that any J-mapping from a compact ANR- 
space into a space is an appropriate map. We start with some lemmas. 
The one below is self-evident. 
(5.7) LEMMA. Let cp E J(X, Y), where X, Y are spaces. Zf Z is a space 
and r : Z -+ X is a continuous map, then rp 0 r E J(Z, Y). 
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The next one is crucial in the sequel. 
(5.8) LEMMA. Zf X, Y are spaces, X is compact and cp :X-+ K(Y) is a 
J-mapping, then, for each E > 0, there exists 6 = C?(E), 0 < 6 < E, such that, for 
each x E X and a positive integer n, if g: BA” --* 0, (~(0, (x))) is continuous, 
then there is a continuous map g- : A” + O,(cp(O,(x))) such that 
g”(v) = g(v) for v E ad”. 
Proof: Let E > 0. By the upper semi-continuity of cp, for any y E X, there 
is c1= P(Y), 0 <P ~4~’ rl(y, E) (see (5.5)), such that do,(~)) = O,,Z(CP(Y)). 
Let 1 be the Lebesgue coefficient of the covering {O,(y)},GX of A’. We put 
6 = 8(s) = A/2. For an arbitrary x E A’, there is y E X such that O,(x) c 
O,(Y). Obviously, Odcp(O&))) = WCP(~,(Y))) = ~~O,&P(Y))) = 
0,(&y)) because 6 < 2~ < q/2. Let n 2 1 be an arbitrary integer and let 
g: aA” + O,(rp(O,(x))) be continuous. By Definition (5.4), there is 
g” : A” + O,(cp(y)) such that g”(v) = g(v) for VE aA”. Since d(x, y) < 
p(y), we have that y E O,(x), so O,(cp(y)) t O,(cp(O,(x))) which completes 
the proof. 1 
(5.9) THEOREM. Let P be a finite polyhedron and P,, its subpolyhedron, 
let Y be a space, and cp : P + K(Y) a J-mapping. For any E > 0, there is 6 > 0 
such that if fO: P,, -+ Y is a continuous b-approximation of cp, then there 
exists a continuous f: P + Y being an &-approximation of cp, and f I P, = fO. 
Proof Let us fix E > 0 and let dim P = N 2 N, = dim P,. Let Ed := E and 
assume that we have defined Q+ i , 0 < k G N - 1. Now, we define a number 
sk < Q+, such that, for any x E P, any positive integer n and any 
continuous map g : aA” --f O,,(cp(O,,(x))), there is a continuous map 
g- : A” -, OE~+,,~((P(OE~+,,~(X))) such that g”(v) = g(v) for v E ad”. The 
existence of such an .sk follows from (5.8). Let 6 = ~~/2 and let fO: P, + Y 
be a b-approximation of cp. 
Suppose that (T, T,,) is a triangulation of (P, P,) liner than the covering 
wJx)L,P of P, i.e., 1 TI = P, I T,, 1 = P, and T, is a subcomplex of T. By 
Tk, 0 < k < N, we denote the k-dimensional skeleton of T and let Pk = ( Tkl. 
Respectively, T,k, 0 <k< N,,, denotes the k-dimensional skeleton of T,, 
and let P,k = I T,k I. It is obvious that, for k < N,, T,k is a subcomplex of Tk. 
Moreover, PN = P, Pp = P,,. 
We shall define a sequence ( fk: Pk + Y}kN,O of continuous mappings 
such that 
(i) for any k, 0 < k < N, f ‘: Pk + Y is a &k/2-approximation of cp ;
(ii) for any k, O,<k<N,, fkIPt=fOjPt and 
(iii) for any k, O<k<N-1, fk+lIPk=fk. 
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Then the mapping f :=fN will satisfy the assertion of (5.9). Indeed, 
f”IP”“=fNo andfNIPo=(fN(PNo)lPO=fo. 
Let PO = {x1, . . . . x,} and the vertices be ordered in such a manner that 
Xl 3 -.., xq E pi (4 G y), xq + I, . ..> x, C$ PE. For i, 0 d i < q, we put f’(x,) = 
fo(xi) and, for i, q + 1 < i< r, we put f”(xi) E cp(x,). Obviously f” satisfies 
(it(iii) above. 
Assume that, for k, 0 <k d N - 1, we have defined f" on P” satisfying 
(i)-(iii). Now, it suffices to define f"" on an arbitrary (k + 1)-diensional 
simplex S from Tk+ ‘. There exists x E P such that S c Or,+,(x). 
For x’ E as, we have 
fk(x’) E %Acp(%,*(x’))) = o&(oE,,*(s))) = O,,(cp(O,,,,+,,,(x))) 
= o,,(P(oe,(x))). 
(a) Ifk+l~NoandS~Tgk+l,thenweputfkfl)S=fo~S. 
(b) If k + 1 > No or S$ T,k+ ‘, then, by the definition of sk, there 
exists fk+‘: SjOElr+,14(~(OEk+,,4(x))). 
Let y E S. If (a) holds, then 
f”“(Y) =fo(y)e 0,,2(44O,(y))) = ~,,+,,*(cp(~,,+,,,(y))). 
If (b) holds, then y E O,,,,(x). Hence x E OW,4( y) and, therefore 
0 ek+,,4(xk oEk+,,4+t&Y)= 0&+,/4(Y). 
Now, fk+‘(y) E O,,+,,&(O,,+,,Ax))) = O,,+,,,(cp(O,,+,,,(y))). 
This proves that fk+’ satisfies (i)-(iii). 1 
From the above theorem we immediately obtain 
(5.10) COROLLARY. Let P be a polyhedron, Y a space and let cp E J(P, Y). 
Then for any E > 0, there exists a continuous .+approximation f: P + Y of cp. 
Proox Let T be a triangulation of P and To its O-dimensional skeleton. 
If PO= ITo1 = {x,, . . . . x,}, then we define fo: PO --+ Y by putting 
fo(xi) E cp(x,) for i = 1, . . . . r. By (5.9), for any E > 0, there is a continuous 
map f: P + Y being an s-approximation of cp and an extension of f. since 
f. is a selector of cp 1 PO and, in particular, as such is a b-approximation of 
cpforany6>0. 1 
(5.11) COROLLARY. Let P be a polyhedron, Y a space, and let cp : P + K( Y) 
be a J-mapping. For any E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that iff, g: P + Y are 
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&approximations of rp, then there is a continuous mapping h: P x [0, l] + Y 
such that h(., 0) = f, h(*, 1) = g and, for each t E [0, 11, h(., t) is an 
&-approximation of cp. 
ProojI Let P’ = P x [O, 1 ] be a polyhedron with the canonical triangula- 
tion T’. (The triangulation T’ is constructed in the following manner: to 
any simplex, from triangulation T of P, with vertices {x0, . . . . x,}, we join 
the family of simplices spanned by the points x0 x {0}, . . . . Xix {0}, 
xix { 1 }, . ..) x,x {l}, i=O, 1, . . . . r, together with their faces). We put 
PA = P x { 0} u P x { 1 }. Of course, Pb is a subpolyhedron of P’. 
Assume that cp’: P’ + Y is given by the formula: (p’(x, t) = q(x) for XE P 
and t E [0, 11. Let us fix E > 0. By (5.9), since cp’ is a J-map in view of (5.7), 
there exists 6 > 0 such that if h,: Pb + Y is a b-approximation of I$, then 
there is a continuous mapping h: P’ + Y being an s-approximation of cp’ 
and such that h 1 Pb = ho. Now, take f, g: P + Y as continuous 
b-approximations of cp and define h,: Pb + Y by putting h,l P x (0) = 
f, h, 1 P x { 1 } = g. Obviously, h, is a &approximation of q’. The existing 
map h: P’ + Y satisfies our assertion. [ 
Now, we shall show that the above results may be carried over to a 
larger class of domains. 
(5.12) THEOREM. Let X be a compact ANR-space, Y a space. For any 
E > 0 andany J-mapping cp : X-, K( Y), there exists a continuous &-approximation 
f:X+Yofcp. 
Proof Using the Arens-Eells Theorem, we may assume that XC U c E, 
where (E, 1) 11) is a normed space, U is an open subset of E and there is a 
retraction r: U + X. Take E > 0. By (l.l), there is y, 0 < y < a, such that 
O,(x) c U and, for x, z E O,(X) with (Ix - zll c y, we have d*(r(x), r(z)) < E. 
Take p, 0x2~ <y. Then Oz,(X)c U. Let xi, . . . . X,EX be such that 
Xc U {0,(x,); 1 <i<k} = V. Th us XC Vc U {OzP(xi); 1 <i<k) c U. 
For x E I’, i= 1, . . . . k, we put pi(x)=max{O,p- Ilx-xill} and n,(x)= 
pi(x)(C {luj(x); 1 <j<k})-‘. Then, for xE V, 2 {n,(x); 1 <i<k} = 1 and 
n,(x) # 0 if and only if x E O,(xi). 
We define II: I’+ span{x,, . . . . xk} by the formula 
x(X)=x {Ai(X)Xi; 1 <i<k}. 
Hence /[K(V) - uI/ <p for any u E V. It is also easy to see that there exists a 
(finite) polyhedron P such that n(V) c P c O,,(X) c U. Let Y = cp o r: 
U --) Y. By (5.8), y is a J-mapping. By (5.10), there exists a continuous 
map g : P + Y being a p-approximation of Y 1 P: P + Y. Let f - : V-t Y be 
defined by the formula: f”(u) := g(7c(u)) for DE V. 
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We claim that f - is a y-approximation of Y. To this end, let u E I/; 
then f-(u) = g(z(o))E U,(Y(OP(rr(~)))). So, there are ZE O,(n(u)) n P 
and y E Y(z) such that dy(f”(u), y) <p. But \(z - uIJ < /Iz - n(u)11 + 
IIn(VII -=z2p <y. Hence ZE O,(u) n U, so f"(u)~ O,(!P(O,(u))). 
Now, let f =f” 1 X: X+ Y. We see that f is an E-approximation of cp. 
Indeed, take x E X. Since f(x) =f”(x) E O,( Y(O,(x))), we have z E O,(x) 
and YE Y(z) such that d&(x), y)< y < E. Since x, ZE O,(X) and 
/Ix - zll < y, therefore d,(r(x), T(Z)) < E. So r(z) E O,(x) n X. Moreover, 
y E Y(z) = cp(r(z)). Hence f(x) E O,(cp(O,(x))). The proof is complete. 1 
Finally, we prove the following 
(5.13) THEOREM. Let X be a compact ANR-space, Y a space and let 
q E J(X, Y). For any 6 > 0, there exists Q, > 0 such that, for E, 0 < E < Ed, and 
for arbitrary E-approximations f, g: X + Y of cp, there is a continuous map 
h:Xx[O,l]-+Y such that h(.,O)=f, h(.,l)=g and h(.,t) is a 
&approximation of cp for each t E [0, 11. 
Proof Again, we assume that Xc UC E, where (E, I/ 11) is a normed 
space, U is open in E and there is a retraction r: U -+ X. Let us fix 6 > 0.’ 
Since the proof is constructive, it will be carried on in several steps. 
(5.13.1) Choose y, 0 < y < 6, such that O,(X) c Uand, for z, z’ E O,(X), 
if llz - ~‘(1 < y, then d,(r(z), r(z’)) < 6. 
(5.13.2) Take q, 0 < q <y/4, such that, for z, z’ E O,(x), if I/z - z’I( < q, 
then d,(r(z), r(z’)) < y/4. Hence O,(X) c U and, as it is easily seen, for any 
z E ~,W), lb - r(z)ll < 142. 
(5.13.3) Now, take p, 0 <2p < q. Hence O,,(X) c U. Let x,, . . . . xk E X 
be such that Xc V= lJ (O&xi); 1 <i,<k}. As in the proof of (5.12) 
we construct II: V-r span(x,, . . . . xk} for which there exists a (finite) 
polyhedron P such that n(X) c 7c( V) c P c O,,(X) c U. Moreover, 
117~(u)-ull <p for any DE V. 
(5.13.4) By (5.11), there is pO>O such that if F, G: P-r Y are 
p,-approximations of YyI P: P + Y, where Y = q 0 r, then there exists a 
continuous map H: P x [0, 1 ] + Y such that H(.,O)=F, H(., l)=G and 
H( ., t) is a p-approximation of Y) P for any t E [0, 11. 
(5.13.5) By (3.12), there exists Ed, O< ~~<y/4, such that, for any E, 
O<E<EO, and f:X+ Y, we have that F=fo(rlP): P+ Y is a 
p,-approximation of Yy( P provided that f is an s-approximation of cp. 
(5.13.6) Take E, O<s<e,,, and f, g: X -+ Y being continuous 
s-approximations of cp. By (5.13.5), F= f 0 (rip), G = go (rl P) are 
p,-approximations of Y I P. By (5.13.4), there is a continuous map 
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H:Px[O,l]+Y such that H(.,O)=F, H(.,l)=G and H(.,t) is a 
p-approximation of Y ( P for any t E [O, 11. 
(5.13.7) Consider a map k : Xx [O, 1 ] -+ Y given by the formula 
k(x, t) = H(rc(x), t) for XEX and TV [0, 11. We claim that k( ., t) is an 
q-approximation of !P for any t E [0, 11. Indeed, let I E [0, 1 ] and take 
x E X. We have k(x, t) = H(z(x), t) E O,( Y(O,(n(x)) n P)). Hence, there 
exists ZE OJrc(x)) n P and YE Y(z) such that d,(k(x, t), y) < p. Since 
()z - XII < I(z - rr(x)ll + [In(x) - XII < 2p < q, we infer that ZE O,(x) c U, and 
that k(x, t) E O,( Y(O,(x) n U)). Moreover, observe that k(x, 0) = F(K(x)), 
k(x, 1) = G(n(x)) for each x E X. 
(5.138) Let us define k’, k”: Xx [0, l] -P Y by the formula 
k’(x, t)=fo’((l - t)x+ frr(x)) 
k”(x, t) = g 0 r( (1 - t) n(x) + tx) 
for x E X, t E [0, 11. This definition is correct since (1 - t)x + tn(x) = 
x+t(n(x)-x)EOJX)CU and (l-t)n(x)+tx~U for each XEX, 
TV [O, 11. Next, we define h: Xx [0, l] + Y by 
k’(x, 3t) for tE [0, f] 
h(x, t) = k(x, 3t - 1) for tE [f, $1 
k”(x, 3t - 2) for to [$, l] 
forxEX.Thenhiscontinuousandh(.,O)=f,h(.,l)=g. 
(5.13.9) We shall show that h( ., t): A’+ Y is a y-approximation of Y 
for any t E [O, 11. 
(a) Let t~[f, $1. By (5.13.7), h(., t)=k(., 3t-1) is an 
q-approximation of Y. Since rj < y, h( ., t) is a y-approximation of Y. 
(b) Let _t E [O, $1. Take XEX. By the definition, h(x, t) = 
k’(x, 3~) = f 0 r(( 1 - 3t)x + 3tn(x)) E f 0 r(O,(x)). Hence there exists 
ZE O,(x) c O,(x) such that h(x, t) =f(r(z)). We shall show now that 
h(x, t) E O,(cp(O,(x))). Since S is an s-approximation of cp, we infer that 
f(r(z)) E O,(q(O,(r(z)))). So there are x” E O,(r(z)) and YE cp(x”) such 
that 44fMz))~ 14 <E. Since z E O,(X), therefore, ((z - r(z)11 <y/2 by 
(5.13.2). Hence ()z - x-11 6 dX(x”, T(Z)) + /[r(z) - zI( < E + y/2 <: 3y/4 
because E < s0 < y/4. Moreover, /lx - zll < p < q/2 < y/8; thus dX(x, x”) < 
- -zll + l/z-x1( < y. So, finally, x” E O,(x), y E cp(x”) and h(x, t) = 
kz,, E O,(cp(O,(x))). 
(c) Let t E [$, 11. By an analogous reasoning to the above we 
show that h(x, t) E O,(cp(O,(x))) for XEX. 
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(5.13.10) By (5.13.1), proceeding exactly the same as in the last part 
of the proof of (5.12), we now show that, for any t E [O, 11, h( ., t) is a 
&approximation of cp. 
The proof of (5.13) is completed. 1 
From (5.12) and (5.13), we immediately have 
(5.14) COROLLARY. Let X be a compact ANR-space and Y be a space. 
Zf cp E J(X, Y), then cp E A(X, I’). 
So, for X being a compact ANR-space and Y an arbitrary space, we 
obtain 
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